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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Electronic Dance Music has taken the music industry by storm
over the past 10 years. It has now gotten to the point to where
even mainstream artists incorporate and collaborate
this electronic style into their own. “EDM” is no longer the correct
term to describe this genre because it has now become an
industry within itself. These “raves,” are shows that DJs play that
are generally some variation of electronic music to create
seamless selections of tracks, called a mix or set by transitioning
from one track to another. However, EDM has grown far surpass
just raves. Music festivals all over the world headline EDM artists.
The demand for EDM has taken over commercial music, thus
increasing the demand for more EDM events.
Since 2016 was a big year for electronic music, it has led people
to apply more scrutiny to the culture surrounding electronic
music. A hot topic when looking at the entertainment industry is
always the use of drugs. A common misconception about the
dance community is that it is littered with illegal drug use,
making it a dangerous culture to be involved with. These
misconceptions come up when reports of death and arrests
occur at EDM-related events. But there is a lot of light that needs
to be shed on the matter to get people to understand the EDM
culture and view it in a positive manner.
The overarching goal is to gain about 20 followers on
SoundCloud that could be potential EDM fans by May 2017 and
to give them a chance to actually listen to the music by posting
a wide range of music selections and playlists on SoundCloud
that will appeal to all types of listeners and post tracks on
Facebook, Twitter and music blogs as well. Second, is to get at
least 10 potential EDM fans to attend at least 1 EDM event by
May 2017 by sharing/promoting information about these events
through word of mouth on campus, handing out flyers for the
events and posting about them over Facebook and Twitter.
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PROBLEMS/CHALLENGES/OPPURTUNITIES
There is a problem- with the way the electronic dance music industry is
represented. “EDM” isn’t even the correct term anymore to describe it because
it’s become so huge that it is now considered just as dominant and relevant as
any other “genre” in the entire music industry.
The challenge is- Is to get people to understand the EDM culture. Barriers
between the music industry and EDM need to be broken and be considered as
one whole. EDM can no longer be associated with just one thing.
This is an opportunity to- The biggest mainstream artists collaborate and
incorporate this style themselves. EDM broke many genre barriers and brought a
whole new dynamic to the music industry. Music has come such a long way and
artists are collaborating now more than they ever have before. So there is an
opportunity for EDM to create better music than ever before.

SITUATION ANALYSIS
Electronic Dance Music has taken the music industry by storm over the past 10 years. It
has now gotten to the point to where even mainstream artist incorporates and
collaborates this electronic style into their own. “EDM” is no longer the correct term to
describe this genre because it has now become industry within itself. People who view
EDM in a negative way are usually stereotyping this style as nothing other than “rave” or
club music, but it’s so much bigger than that. For anyone who is not very familiar with
music culture, they won’t realize that EDM is equally viewed as dominant as any other
style within the entire music industry. It’s just the reputation that EDM music is sometimes
associated with where problems can arise.
EDM events, or what some people call “raves”, are shows that DJs play that are
generally some variation of electronic music to create seamless selections of tracks,
called a mix or set by transitioning from one track to another. However, EDM has grown
far surpass just raves. Music festivals all over the world headline these EDM artists. But
from these huge events such as Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC), Ultra, TomorrowLand, or
any other annual music festival where people gather from all around the world, is
where the industry seems to get a certain reputation due to drug related incidents that
have occurred. But drugs and music, is no new combination.
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Music and drugs have been affiliated together far before EDM music. It’s not just an
issue in the EDM industry, it’s an issue in the entire music industry itself. The main barrier
for this problem is breaking the EDM stereotype. This barrier can be overcome if people
understand more about this style and culture. Drugs are probably going to be an issue
that can never be completely stopped, but it can definitely be minimized. The more
drugs keep getting associated with these events, the more appealed young people will
have to do them. So it needs to be stopped getting publicized as that. These events
already take high security measures to ensure everyone’s safety. EDM has done so
much good for our music industry. It brings so many people together and breaks a lot of
these genre walls that use to separate artists.

BACKGROUND/SECONDARY RESEARCH
Print/Online Materials1. The Spectator, a right-leaning British news magazine with a history of hating
on raves ran a piece about the death of electronic dance music. There were
some legitimate points in there, chiefly that EDM is in trouble because one of
the companies that owned many of its biggest festivals and distribution
mechanisms, SFX Entertainment, has gone bankrupt. That's pretty much
accurate. An obvious reason why EDM has become shorthand for dance
music is probably the fact the generic name itself tends to generate
confusion. EDM: electronic dance music. Taken at face value, the term is
actually a decent description for the whole electronic genre. We are talking
about electronic music that's largely designed for dancing, after all. So, it's
forgivable, but nonetheless inaccurate.
•

https://thump.vice.com/en_us/article/edm-electronic-music-confusionessay

2. This isn't another "is EDM dead?" debate. It's about the impact it's had on
dance music and what it means for the future of the scene. Over the last
decade three letters have dominated mainstream dance music: EDM.
Electronic dance music. Despite reports that the movement is fading out, in
2015 EDM was worth $5.5 billion in the US alone, 60% more than it was in 2012.
•

http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/article/36832727/has-edm-openeddoors-or-slammed-them-shut-in-dance-music

3. Electronic dance music is a $6.2 billion global industry, per a new report
issued at the International Music Summit in Ibiza, Spain Wednesday (May
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2014). As compiled by EDM trade group the Association for Electronic Music
(AFEM), the figure includes revenue from festivals ($1.03 billion); Las Vegas
club dates ($800 million) and other global club gigs ($2.4 billion); traditional
recorded music sales ($800 million) and streaming/video services ($600
million); sales of DJ software and hardware ($360 million); DJ earnings from
other ventures ($60 million) and value from other platforms like Soundcloud
($140 million).
•

http://www.billboard.com/biz/articles/6092242/edm-biz-worth-62bnreport

Library References/Database1. While numerous contemporary composers have explored the endless
possibilities afforded by microtonal tuning systems, Western popular music
has hitherto rarely ventured from the harmonic comfort zone of 12-tone
equal temperament. This article highlights an unlikely exception to this trend
in the emergence of a community of microtonal electronic dance musicians,
and examines how changes in technology, culture, and distribution might
have led to its development
•

http://eds.a.ebscohost.com.libproxy.txstate.edu/eds/detail/detail?sid=4f4
2d45e-7495-4caf-aa425174ee161675%40sessionmgr4008&vid=0&hid=4208&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZW
RzLWxpdmUmc2NvcGU9c2l0ZQ%3d%3d#AN=118370234&db=mah

2. The article focuses on safety aspects of attendees at U.S. electronic dance
music (EDM) festivals, such as the Mysteryland in New York. Topics include the
role and objectives of DanceSafe, a nonprofit organization which provides
drug and safety education for festival attendees, the increase of emergency
room visits due to LSD or MDMA drug abuse between 2004 and 2011, and the
2013 death of college student Shelley Goldsmith due to heat stroke and
MDMA ingestion.
•

http://eds.a.ebscohost.com.libproxy.txstate.edu/eds/detail/detail?sid=0f5
c08a2-b306-4a16-af1cfc8ce3c87661%40sessionmgr4007&vid=0&hid=4208&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZW
RzLWxpdmUmc2NvcGU9c2l0ZQ%3d%3d#AN=113270082&db=f6h

3. Novel psychoactive substances (NPSs) continue to emerge in the United
States and worldwide. Few epidemiological studies have examined the
prevalence and correlates of use. Objective: they examined the extent of
NPS use in a high-risk population-attendees of electronic dance music (EDM)
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parties at nightclubs and festivals. Methods: they surveyed 682 adults (age
18-25) entering EDM events at nightclubs and festivals in New York City (NYC)
in 2015. A variation of time-space sampling was used. They examined the
prevalence of self-reported use of 196 NPS and correlates of any NPS use.
•

http://eds.a.ebscohost.com.libproxy.txstate.edu/eds/detail/detail?vid=5&
sid=987e6b0b-2616-49a2-84c3976955f10f75%40sessionmgr4006&hid=4208&bdata=JnNpdGU9ZWRzLWxpd
mUmc2NvcGU9c2l0ZQ%3d%3d#AN=119208742&db=sih

Case Studies/University Research1. This study utilizes a mix of qualitative research methods design, including
interviews, ethnographic field work, and analyzing historical documents,
examing the Electronic Dance Music (EDM) subculture, since its inception in
the late 80s as a deviant subculture. Previous studies of raves and other music
subcultures focus almost exclusively on the role of popularity in transforming
the subculture. In this research, it was found, in the case of EDM at least, a
more complicated process in which structural factors such as mass media,
public officials (politicians and law enforcement), and major music
corporations played a prominent role in the transformation. Media coverage
focused on sensationalized cases of widespread drug use, while public
officials responded by passing and enforcing legislation that forced EDM
organizers into more legitimate venues. This change in venue brought them
to the attention of the music industry, who saw a new opportunity to make
money.
•

http://digitalscholarship.unlv.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3529&cont
ext=thesesdissertations

2. In recent years Electronic dance music (EDM) has increasingly gained
popularity in mainstream media. EDM consists of a collection of subgenres
such as House, Drum n Bass, Dubstep, Trap, and Hardstyle. The genre had
been dormant in the nightclub scene since the 1980s, however in recent
years the demand for EDM has taken over commercial music by storm.
•

http://www.jmcacademy.edu.au/news/the-history-of-edm

3. Data collected included demographics, past medical history, vital signs,
physical exam, drug and alcohol use, interventions performed, and transport
decisions. Eighty-four patients were enrolled over 2.5 days. Six were
transported and zero died. The ages of the subjects ranged from 17 to 61
years. Forty-three (51%) were male. Thirty-eight (45%) initially presented with
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abnormal vital signs; four (5%) were hyperthermic. Of these latter patients, 34
(90%) reported ingestions with 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine
(MDMA) or other drugs. Eleven (65%) patients were diaphoretic or mydriatic.
The most common prehospital interventions were intravenous normal saline
(8/84; 10%), ondansetron (6/84; 7%), and midazolam (3/84; 4%).
•

https://www-cambridgeorg.libproxy.txstate.edu/core/journals/prehospital-and-disastermedicine/article/div-classtitlea-prospective-analysis-of-patientspresenting-for-medical-attention-at-a-large-electronic-dance-musicfestivaldiv/563A4599B89EA2379EE91AE7AE985D32

Media (print, electronic, online media, social media)
1. After 20 years, electronic dance music has made it big in the US. And big
means big. With Las Vegas's Electric Daisy Carnival grossing $40m, and DJ
Skrillex commanding rock-star fees, the scene is leaving its druggy
underground roots behind and being reborn as bombastic super-spectacle.
•

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2012/aug/02/how-rave-musicconquered-america

2. 2016 was a big year for electronic music which led people to apply more
scrutiny to the culture surrounding electronic music. A hot topic when looking
at the entertainment industry is always the use of drugs. A common
misconception about the dance community is that it is littered with illegal
drug use, making it a dangerous culture to be involved with. This
misconception came up when Fabric London was shut down and eventually
re-opened. Seth Troxler shed some light on the matter in a recent interview
with BBC.
•

http://www.youredm.com/2017/01/07/seth-troxler-speaks-drugs-edmcommunity/

3. Recently the City of Toronto's Board of Health passed a motion directing the
city to explore creating a strategy for risk management for electronic dance
music festivals. This is a step in the right direction to address a big drug
problem: tainted substances taken by the unwary at these events.
•

http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/bill-bogart/drug-testinglegalization_b_14631034.html

4. Whether it’s realize it or not, nightclubs are the battleground for a deeply
complex social and political issue. In his latest extended feature, Luis-Manuel
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Garcia looks at the enormous challenges that governments, promoters,
educators, researchers and clubbers face in relation to drugs.
•

https://www.residentadvisor.net/features/2577

Government Sources
1. Illnesses and Deaths Among Persons Attending an Electronic Dance-Music
Festival — New York City, 2013. This investigation identified 22 attendees with
adverse events, including two deaths, associated with an EDMF; 95% of the
attendees had used drugs or alcohol, and toxicology testing identified
MDMA and other compounds, most frequently methylone.
•

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm6350a3.htm

Surveys published by other organizations; demographics
1. EDM (electronic dance music) festivals produced by companies such as Live
Nation tend to attract the same kind of recreational drug users who have
been caught in the crosshairs of the crisis. “With something like medical, we
live in a world where EDM shows do really well and what comes along with
EDM shows is kids want to get high and that is what it is,” Haagenson said,
pointing to Vancouver’s Contact Music Festival at BC Place Stadium in
December. December was a record month for the overdose epidemic in
B.C., with 142 deaths recorded. In 2016, there were 914 overdose deaths in
the province, while in 2015 there 510. Ten years ago, that number was in the
low 200s.
•

https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/entertainment-industry-tacklesfentanyl-crisis/

2. Over the past 10 years there have been at least 25 drug-related deaths at
parties hosted by just three LA-based rave promoters, the Los Angeles Times
foud. Parties such as Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC) in Las Vegas have seen
multiple drug-related deaths since moving there from the Coliseum in 2011.
At Hard Summer this year, three patrons died. The cause is still under
investigation. Last year two teenage girls died after attending Hard Summer.
Both deaths were MDMA-related, coroner’s officials said. In the wake of
these tragedies, and with a background of fewer venues willing to take risks
on dance events, Hard announced it is not hosting its annual Day of the
Dead festival in LA.
•

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2016/sep/23/edm-summer-ofdeath-los-angeles-tabloid-raving
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3. MDMA - that’s 3-4 methylenedioxy-methamphetamine to you - is a synthetic
stimulant in the amphetamine family. It was first synthesized and patented in
1912, originally as an intermediate product when developing another
medication. Its psychoactive properties weren’t initially realised, and it wasn’t
until the 1970s that it began to be used – initially in counselling settings. Its use
as a recreational drug really rose when dance music became popular in the
UK in the 1980s. MDMA can be taken in powder form, or as a pill – ecstasy or
E.
•

https://www.theguardian.com/science/sifting-theevidence/2016/jun/30/say-why-to-drugs-mdma-ecstasy

TARGET AUDIENCE
Primary Audiences/Opinion Leaders- The fans of the music, which are majority
millennials. Students at Texas State University and people in the San Marcos area are a
major audience target because they are also within that age group. As far as
demographics, the ‘Electronic Music Fan’ is majority male, but not by much: 55 percent
are male and 45 percent are female. A heavy portion of the listening population falls in
between the age of 18 to 24 for both males and females. Broken down by ethnicity,
Caucasian listeners make up the majority with 63 percent, while identified Hispanics
and African American or Blacks take second and third respectively. Opinion leaders
would be the artists that the EDM fans love and big magazines and online websites that
write reviews about things involved in the EDM industry.
Secondary Audiences- Big national music event companies (like insomniac) and local
music event companies (like Afterdark Texas), that are responsible for putting together
EDM festivals and concerts. They are the ones who contact EDM artists to bring them to
venues for fans to see them. The music venue owners and workers would be another
secondary audience because they are the ones who host the events. Promoters who
work for the music companies will be reached out to as well because they are
responsible for getting the word out about music events in the fans’ area.
Future Audiences- The average young person, who knows about electronic dance
music but doesn’t frequently engage in it. They don’t have a negative opinion, but
don’t necessarily find it appealing. Neutral people.
Media- Social media plays the biggest role amongst the EDM hype. The fans constantly
documenting their live experiences, is a critical drive for its popularity. Studies show that
EDM fans are hyper-active in their social media usage, tweeting an average of 11 times
per day, which is roughly 6 times more active than the average twitter user.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Summary:
For the Electronic Dance Music-More Than Just a Genre campaign, a survey
was conducted on Survey Monkey, a free survey website. The survey asked a
total of 10 questions. These questions were developed to measure whether or
not people know about the type of music EDM is and gathered information
about how many people actually are fans of it. The survey was distributed
across two social media platforms. These social media platforms were Facebook
and Twitter. The survey was posted twice on Facebook and once on Twitter, at
different times and different days to increase the chances of people taking it.
The survey was first posted on my individual Facebook page on March 2nd, 2017
and later posted on March 31st, 2017. The survey link was posted on Twitter on
March 3rd, 2017 as well.
Twitter analytics show 108 people were reached by the tweet and three people
clicked on the link that took them to the survey website. A total of 22 people
responded to the survey. Out of my 1,095 Facebook friends, a total of nineteen
responded to the survey. Although the amount of survey participants was not
large enough to reach a general conclusion over the problems and challenges
in the EDM community, it still gives insight to the understanding people had of
the topic.
Conclusion:
Overall, most of the respondents were familiar with EDM music in general and
most also had a general understanding of how big a role EDM plays in the music
industry. The survey consisted of a series of questions about their understanding
of what EDM music is, if they have ever attended any EDM events and whether
or not they believe it is viewed as a problem or not.
The responses from this specific survey question was unique because 11 said yes
to thinking drugs are a problem at EDM related events and the 11 other
respondents said no to thinking drugs are a problem. The respondents are split
completely in half on whether or not drugs are a problem at EDM events.
However, all 22 of the respondents answered yes to believing EDM music is
becoming more and more popular. So even with a general idea of what EDM
music is, the respondents still seemed to be split on whether or not EDM music
should be viewed in a positive or negative manner.
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As far as demographics of the respondents, out of the total number, it was kept
consistent and even. Fifty percent of the respondents were male, and the other
50 percent were female. Also, 100 percent of the respondents were between
the ages of 18-23 years old. The demographics of this survey completely
correlate with my findings in the secondary research. The research showed that
most of EDM listeners are in fact millennials between the ages of 18- 23 and that
of all music genres, EDM is the most evenly spread group of males and females.
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In conclusion these findings showed that even with a general idea of what EDM
music is, the respondents still seemed to be split on whether or not EDM music
should be viewed in a positive or negative manner. Getting more people to
understand the culture, will get more people to make better judgments about
electronic dance music.

THEME
o Electronic dance music is more than just a genre
o EDM is a universal language

KEY MESSAGES
o To get people to understand the EDM culture
o To present EDM in a positive manner
o Promote EDM events, music and resources

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
o Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc.
o Online Media: Dancing Astronaut, Pitchfork, ThisSongSlaps, Music Blogs
o Non-media: Flyers, Face to face communication
o Song apps: SoundCloud, Spotify, Apple Music, etc.
o YouTube
o Traditional media: KTSW
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GOALS,OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES, TACTICS,
EVALUTIONS
Goal: For the EDM culture to be viewed as a music genre.
-

-

Objective 1: To gain about 20 followers on my SoundCloud that could be potential
EDM fans so they can listen to the music by May 2017.
Ø Strategy 1: Give a wide range of music selections and playlists on SoundCloud
that will appeal to all types of listeners and post tracks on Facebook, Twitter
and music blogs as well.
Ø Tactics: Post 4 new tracks on SoundCloud every day and post 1 music playlist
per week offering a wide range of subgenres. 2 posts on Facebook and 2 posts
on Twitter everyday. Post on music blog twice a week.
Ø Evaluation: By gaining 20 followers on SoundCloud by May 2017 people can
actually get a taste for the actual sound of electronic music, because not
many people actually give it a full listen. There’s a style of EDM everyone will
appeal to.
Objective 2: To get at least 10 potential EDM fans to attend at least 1 EDM event by
May 2017.
Ø Strategy 2: Give people information about these events by word of mouth
through campus, handing out flyers for these events and posting about them
over Facebook and Twitter.
Ø Tactics: Promote two events per week (1 that’ll be in San Marcos, and 1 that’ll
be in Austin) and post once on Facebook and Twitter every other day.
Ø Evaluation: by getting at least 10 potential EDM fans to attend at least one
EDM event by May 2017, the audience can understand the appeal that fans
have to paying hundreds of dollars for music events and maybe they will grow
a love for it too. By actually experiencing the music live, they can visually see
the strong connection there is between this music and it’s fans.

LOGISTICS
Objective one: To gain about 20 followers on my SoundCloud that could be potential
EDM fans by May 2017, to give people a chance to actually listen to the music.
Ø $0 to post 4 new tracks on SoundCloud every day and post 1 music playlist on
SoundCloud per week
Ø $0 to posts those music selections on Facebook and Twitter everyday.
Ø Carried out by: Public relations professional (me)
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Objective two:
To get at least 10 potential EDM fans to attend at least 1 EDM concert event in their
local area by May 2017.
Ø $0 to create promote and create awareness through popular social media
platforms
Ø $300-$800 to host an EDM artist (production and stage setup, venue booking)
Ø $0-$50 for buying and EDM concert ticket (depends on the artist playing)
Ø Carried out by: Public relations professional (me), music promoters (AfterDark
angels, PRIME promoters), event companies (AfterDark Events, PRIME
Nightculture Events, Insomniac) and venue owners who host EDM events (The
Marc, Kiva Lounge, Empire Control Room, Vulcan Gas Company)

TIMELINE (JANUARY 2017- MAY 2017 )
January 2017
-

Conduct background/secondary research about Electronic Dance Music and the
effects it has on the music industry
Conduct research on local event companies that are associated and host EDM
events
Create online survey to distribute to target audience to gather local primary
research
Distribute survey in social media platforms via Twitter and Facebook to target Texas
State University students, and local residents.

February 2017
-

-

-

Implement campaign hashtags and keywords on social media platforms to
increase awareness of Campaign
Begin objective one: To gain about 20 followers on my SoundCloud that could be
potential EDM fans by May 2017, to give people a chance to actually listen to the
music.
Analyze research from online survey and create effective plan of action to reach
target audience: EDM fans (millennials, Texas State University Students) and local
residents
Distribute trending topics on social media platforms about campaign with popular
hashtag, contact local traditional media

March 2017
-

Conduct interviews with local EDM DJ, Parker Hanson, Manager of AfterDark Events
Promoters, Jonathan Ruiz, and Texas State University student Megan Bandstra for
feature story
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-

-

Implement objective one to reach a creative strategy: by giving a wide range of
music selections and playlists on SoundCloud that will appeal to all types of listeners
and post tracks on Facebook, Twitter and music blogs as well.
Implement strategy to create tactics: Post 4 new tracks on SoundCloud every day
and post 1 music playlist per week offering a wide range of subgenres. 2 posts on
Facebook and 2 posts on Twitter everyday. Post on music blog twice a week.

April 2017
-

-

Begin Objective two: To get at least 10 potential EDM fans to attend at least 1 EDM
concert event in their local area by May 2017.
Implement objective two create a strategy: Give people information about these
EDM events through word of mouth on campus, handing out flyers for these events
and posting about them over Facebook and Twitter.
Implement strategy to create tactics: Promote two events per week (1 that’ll be in
San Marcos, and 1 that’ll be in Austin) and post once on Facebook and Twitter
every other day.

March 2017
-

Work with popular event companies to have various promoters to promote theses
events
Create event pages and post the event details on social media sites
Create flyers with event details and contact information and post them around
Texas State University campus and town
Write a press release about the EDM campaign event and pitch it to Dancing
Astronaut, Music Blog and KTSW

April 2017
-

Write and distribute feature story online to increase awareness and send to
traditional media resources such as University Star and KTSW
Post final details about EDM campaign
Create before and after survey for EDM fans
Analyze social media buzz for success and awareness

May 2017
-

Analyze social media results to see if objectives were met
Contact affiliated event companies/organizations to gather results
Distribute and collect after surveys after goals are reached
Provide all audiences and Texas State University with campaign materials to further
increase awareness of topic
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FACT SHEET
What is electronic dance music?
•

“EDM” is a broad range of percussive electronic music genres made mainly
for nightclubs, shows or “raves” and music festivals. Rather than designating a
single genre, electronic dance music encompasses many subgenre styles
ranging from beat less ambient music, to 200-beats-per-minute hardcore, with
house, techno, drum and bass, dubstep, trance and many, many more. The list
of variation between EDM styles is endless.

•

It’s also gotten to the point where “EDM” can’t even be the correct term to
describe this genre because it’s now a industry within itself. For people who are
not into music, they won’t realize that “EDM” is equally viewed just as dominant
in the entire music industry. All the biggest mainstream artists collaborate and
incorporate this style. EDM is an opportunity to break these “genre” walls and
stereotypes and get people to realize it’s one giant music industry because all
artists work with each other.

Why is drug use associated with EDM events?
•

2016 was a big year for electronic music which led people to apply more scrutiny
to the culture surrounding electronic music. A hot topic when looking at the
entertainment industry is always the use of drugs. A common misconception
about the dance community is that it is littered with illegal drug use, making it a
dangerous culture to be involved with. People assume drugs and raves go hand
in hand. But EDM has grown so much far surpass just “raves”. Music festivals all
over the world headline these EDM artists. But music festivals and “raves” are
nothing new.

•

What people need to understand is music and drugs have been affiliated
together very far before EDM music came around. Sure, drugs can be an issue at
these types of concerts, but they are an issue at ALL music events. It’s not just an
issue in the EDM industry, it’s an issue in the entire music industry itself. The main
barrier for this issue is the reputation “EDM” has. That barrier can be overcome if
people understand more about the genre. Drugs are probably going to be an
issue that can never be completely stopped, but it can definitely be minimized.
The more drugs are associated with these events, the more it attracts. It needs to
be stopped getting publicized as that. These events already take high security
measures to ensure everyone’s safety.

What does the internet/social media have to do with EDM’s success?
•

Social media, without a doubt, plays the biggest role amongst the electronic
dance music hype and scene. Social media and the fans constantly
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•

documenting their live experiences, are critical drivers of its popularity. Studies
show that EDM fans are hyper-active in their social media usage, tweeting an
average of eleven times per day, which is roughly six times more active than the
average twitter user.
Social media is a big driver for EDM events: Over 2/3 (67 percent) of EDM
respondents report hearing about the events that they attend via social media
(vs. less than half – 40 percent for other concert goers) and nearly three-quarters
(73 percent) report that seeing friends posting about attending an EDM event on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. makes them want to attend more (vs. only 36
percent of other concert goers).

Resources:
•
•

•

https://www.eventbrite.com/pressreleases/edm-fan-behavior-differs-greatlyfrom-that-of-other- music-fans/
http://eventbrites3.s3.amazonaws.com/marketing/britepapers/Eventbrite_EDM_Social_Media_List
ening_Project .pdf
http://www.dancingastronaut.com/2014/07/study-reveals-demographicbreakdown-edm-fanbase/

BACKGROUNDER
Introduction
•

EDM has been around since the late 1980s and early 1990s, following the
emergence of raving, private radio and an upsurge of interest in club culture,
EDM first emerged in the mainstream popularity in Europe. During the mid to late
1990s, despite the initial success of a number of dance acts in America,
acceptance of dance culture was not universal and mainstream media outlets
remained hostile to the music. At this time a perceived association between EDM
and drug culture led governments at state and city level to enact laws and
policies intended to halt the spread of rave culture.

•

But by early 2010 the term “electronic dance music" or "EDM" was being pushed
by the US music industry and press in an effort to rebrand American rave culture.
Despite the industry's attempt to create a specific EDM brand the music remains
in use as an “umbrella term” for multiple dance genres, including house, techno,
trance, bass, dubstep, grime and all the many rest of their subgenres.
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EDM growth
•

According to the IMS Business Report 2016, total EDM sales went from $4.5 billion
in 2012/13 to $6.9 billion in 2014/15. In the past year, that growth slowed by quite
a bit, increasing by just $200 million, which has a many in the music industry
thinking doom and gloom again.

•

Online it’s much the same. electronic dance music is the only genre to have
shown significant growth in Google searches since 2009, while DJs have on
average grown their Soundcloud followers by over 35% in just the last 12 months.

Future of EDM
•

That outlook may be a bit premature, however, because even though the U.S.
market seems to have matured, other high-potential markets are only now in the
early stages of development. Cuba, South America, Vietnam, the Philippines,
and China have all seen huge electronic dance music festivals and clubs
launched this year alone. In fact, nine clubs out of 20 new entries into the DJ
Mag Top 100 Clubs are in Asia, with four in China, and three in Jakarta. Even a
club from the UAE was listed.

•

One of the reasons for all the optimism comes from the fact that out of all genres
of music (and there are a lot), electronic dance music is one of the most
transportable. Since it’s mostly instrumental (even if there’s a vocal, the lyrics
often don’t play a big part in song), there’s no language barrier between
countries as a result. This means that even when the genre has topped out in the
major developed countries, growth can still continue in smaller and upstart
markets, sort of like what happened with American jazz music of the 1950s and
60s.

Resources:
•
•

•

https://www.forbes.com/sites/bobbyowsinski/2016/05/31/electronic-dancemusic-still-has-room-for-growth-despite-predictions/#4391d3e75297
http://eventbrites3.s3.amazonaws.com/marketing/britepapers/Eventbrite_EDM_Social_Media_List
ening_Project.pdf
http://www.dancingastronaut.com/2014/07/study-reveals-demographicbreakdown-edm-fanbase/
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PITCH
Electronic Dance Music- More Than Just A Genre
Dear Mr. Andrew Spada,
As a writer for Dancing Astronaut, an electronic dance music website, you may be
interested in writing about an initiative for “Electronic Dance Music- More Than Just A
Genre.”
This initiative focuses on getting people to understand the EDM culture in a positive
light. It’s broken down genre walls in our music industry and has become just as
dominant as any other style of music. It also focuses on promoting the music itself as a
universal language. Because EDM has so many sounds and subgenres, there is
guaranteed to be something to appeal to every type of person.
I’ll be following up shortly to discuss more details about the reputation of electronic
dance music.
Regards,
Danielle Molinar EDM d_m289@txstate.edu
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 7, 2017
EDM
Electronic Dance Music: More Than Just A Genre
Getting people to understand why this beloved culture is taking music industry by storm
SAN MARCOS, March 7, 2017 – The electronic dance music community is growing faster
than ever before and is now a dominant part of the American music industry. However,
the more it grows, the more scrutiny is applied around the term “EDM”. But with
persistent promoting and reaching out to the public, the EDM community will be better
understood than ever before.
“Electronic dance music is unlike any other style of music. It brings people together in a
way that no other genre can because it’s mainly instrumental, so there is no language
barriers. It’s simply a huge variation of subgenres making beautiful sounds that become
a universal language to anyone in the world listening.” Said Megan Bandstra, Texas
State Junior.
Another huge reason for all the optimism that surrounds this culture comes from the fact
that out of all genres of music, electronic dance music is one of the most transportable.
That’s why EDM DJs are the main headliners for these huge music festivals around the
world.
“I promote for AfterDark Events which primarily hosts EDM shows here in San Marcos.
Over the past few years, simply by reaching out to the public and constantly promoting
on social media, our music events are selling out like never before. It definitely has a lot
to do with how popular the EDM scene is growing amongst college students and
millennials in general for that matter.” Said Kevin Rodriguez, promoter for AfterDark
Entertainment.
The Austin/San Marcos area is a huge market for EDM promotion. With the right team
and right resources, it can be better understood by an even wider audience. EDM
music offers such a huge variety of subgenres, ranging from house and trance to grime
and bass. EDM is now simply an “umbrella term” because there are dozens of dance
genres within it. That means there’s guaranteed to be a style for everyone to love.
“The term ‘EDM’ can no longer do justice to this music industry. It has become so much
bigger than that.” Bandstra said.

Danielle Molinar
210-215-1461
d_m289@txstate.edu
######
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BLOG POST
Blog Post:
http://daniellemolinar.com/music/festivals.html
Buku Music + Art Project
By: Danielle Molinar
New Orleans, March 10-11th- Buku Music + Art Project, hands down, was the best
time I had at a music festival out of any of the ones I've been to so far. I've been lucky
enough to attend a handful of music festivals throughout the country and every time I
think there's no way the last one I attended could be topped, I never ceased to be
amazed. Buku Fest really stands out in a unique way.

Photo taken by me of me and my “bukrew”
A captivating, two-day experience held within Mardi Gras World, Buku Fest
returned to New Orleans for the 6th year in a row. This was also my first time really
experiencing New Orleans, and I could instantly tell how much the festival is inspired by
the city itself. The art is definitely the most unique aspect that makes Buku stand out
from other festivals. As you walk amongst the festival grounds you are surrounded by an
immense amount of art, colors, graffiti walls, lights, paintings and beautiful views of the
water with boats passing by. There is just so much culture constantly going on around
you, that there was not a single moment that wasn't surrounded by high vibes and
good music.
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Main Stage at Buku Music Festival
The stages were also embodied this colorful New Orleans culture. My friends and
I luckily got VIP stage viewing passes, so it made our experience even that much more
wild. Just outside the Float Den stage were artists literally creating their work, while
break dancers, acrobats, and stilt walkers blended with the walking crowds amongst
the grounds. The festival arguably could be the answer for this region's major festival
such as Ultra or EDC. And what I liked about this festival versus others is that it offers a
decidedly stronger hip-hop component. Since their first year in 2012, Buku consistently
drops the big names in Rap and EDM music. By continuing to pack a punch with these
lineups, I see no reason to why Buku won't end up being this regions star festival.
Checkout their Facebook and Twitter for more info too!

Buku lineup poster.
Photo credit:
buku website
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FEATURE STORY
EDM is more than a genre, it’s a lifestyle
Megan Bandstra, a regular electronic dance music festival and concert attendee,
views EDM as more than just an opportunity for a fun weekend, but an opportunity to
put her passion into a career.
One of the biggest draws to the dance music community is the atmosphere.
People travel from all around the world to gather for these events. It’s a place where
they can be completely free, experience something bigger than themselves, check
anxieties and judgment at the door, and live in the moment. It’s not uncommon to see
signs at festivals with phrases like “EDM saved my life” or “Lost your group? Join ours,
everyone loves you here.”
But how can a style of music bring so many people together in such genuine
harmony? The answer to this question lies in the stories of thousands of festival and
show-goers. One in particular, Megan Bandstra, a 20 year old Texas State University
Student, sheds light on the amount of passion music can bring on multiple levels.
“There’s nothing in the world that will ever top the moments you’re dancing your
face off with your best friends to most mind blowing sets, by your favorite artists in the
world,” said Bandstra. “It’s pure euphoria. All of the best moments in my life so far have
involved the world of music. Attending music festivals and concerts isn’t just something I
do, it has become a part of who I am.”
“I think the moment I knew I wanted to put my passion and love for EDM into a
career was three years ago at Lollapalooza in Chicago. I was watching all of the
workers backstage during Skrillex’s set and I could just picture myself back there. I knew
If I worked hard enough, I could be the person putting on these events one day for
people like me.”
Ever since, Bandstra regularly attends shows and music festivals across the United
States. She plans to use her degree in public relations to make a career out of her
passion for electronic dance music. She has been a promoter for PRIME Nightculture
Events company for almost two years, and has volunteered for various music events
such as SXSW and Euphoria Music Festival. She is also an intern for Press Junkie, a music
label company in Austin.
Bandstra’s latest venture has been partnering with the owner of Kiva Lounge and
Bar, located on the corner of Hopkins St to start a new segment called “Underground
Tuesdays.” It has gained a lot of attention in the San Marcos community, piquing the
interests of a unique crowd. Underground Tuesday welcomes any local producers/DJs
to stop by during open decks from 9- 11pm. Some of the local DJs who play, like
Michael Howard, have now become permanent recurring headliners for the
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Underground Tuesday events due to their popularity at the shows. They are now the
main acts who play after the 9-11p.m. open decks.

Underground Tuesday. Photo credit: Megan Bandstra
“I had never met Megan before Underground Tuesdays started, but it’s insane
what she’s been able to pull off,” Howard said. “She reached out to me a couple
weeks before it started back in
November and I was completely down because there was really no other event
like this going on in the San Marcos area. I know all of my friends love to get down to
this type of underground EDM style. It’s unique and cool. It’s crazy how popular
underground Tuesdays has gotten. Literally Kiva has become the new hangout spot on
the square for Tuesday nights.”
Since it’s success starting back in November, Kiva now hosts the event every
Tuesday Night, always bringing some great local talent. Manager at Kiva, Kevin
Marshall, works the bar on Tuesday Nights, offering great drink specials throughout the
entire night: $1 Landsharks, $2 Dos XX, $2 Pickle shots and $4 “drop” shots.
“The cool thing about local events like this is that they are much more
personable versus an event like a festival, where they have multiple stage setups and
thousands of other people you are in a crowd with. At a local music event, you get a
much deeper feel for that one particular artist you are there to see and it’s also cool to
get to connect with people who are into the same music that are in your own area. No
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matter where a music event takes place, if you’re surround by dope beats and good
people, then you will have a good time.” Said Marshall.

Open deck DJs playing at Kiva. Photo credit: Megan Bandstra
The dance music scene has done so much for Bandstra and others like her. She
saw an opportunity in the EDM market, and is taking it to her full advantage.
“It’s insane how much EDM has grown over the past few years. Even though 2013
wasn’t too long ago, the EDM scene has drastically changed in such a short time,”
Bandstra said. “It’s a booming market the music industry has never seen, and of course
they are going to want to use it to their full advantage. That’s why local event
companies like the Marc, seeing how much attractiveness the EDM scene is to young
people, focus on bringing the biggest EDM DJs. Especially living in a college town, you
know that people are going to attend the events.”
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VIDEO SCRIPT/TREATMENT
Electronic Dance Music: More Than Just A Genre
2-minute promo video
Interviews 3 people:
-

Adriana Compean
Gabi Theard
Alexis Frescas

Question:
-

why do you love live music?

B-roll:
-

live footage I recorded from various music festivals
people dancing in crowd

Link:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0U5pp_kxpSQ

COLLATERAL MATERIAL:
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FIND OUT ABOUT UPCOMING
EVENTS NEAR YOU

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/PRIMENIGHTCULTURE/
HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/PRIMENIGHTCULT
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